you press " " or " " button and if its indicator light is not on either, then you can shake the receiver or let your dog move to activate it. (If you shake the receiver, you'll hear a rattling noise caused by the built-in vibration sensor which indicates that it is in working status).

**Step 5 Fit the collar-receiver**

**Important: The proper fit and placement of the collar-receiver is essential for effective training. To assure a proper fit, please follow these steps:**

1. Have your pet standing comfortably. (3A)
2. Centre the Contact Points underneath your pet's neck, touching the skin. (3B)
3. The Collar should fit snugly, yet loose enough to allow one finger to fit between the strap and your pet's neck. (3C)
4. Allow your pet to wear the collar for several minutes then recheck the fit. Check the fit again as your pet becomes more comfortable with the Collar. If your pet's neck is less than 12" around, you will need to thread the part of the collar which includes the antenna through the buckle. It will be a tight fit.

**LIMITED 90 DAYS WARRANTY**

Petainer warrants this product to be free of defects in parts, materials and workmanship for a period of 90 days, from date of purchase. Should any repairs or servicing under this warranty be required, contact Customer Service by phone or email for instructions on how to pack and ship the product to Petainer.

**Petainer CUSTOMER SERVICE**

Telephone: 1-866-877-7949
Email: service@ipets-mall.com
Hours: Weekdays 9:00 AM- 5:00 PM EST
This warranty gives you specific legal rights and you may also have other rights which vary from state to state.
2. ON/OFF/Encode Button: Turn on/off the collar-receiver; hold it for a few seconds to encode the receiver.
3. Rubber Cover: After completion of charging, please put the cover in place to safeguard the internal unit from dust and water.

Operating Guide

Step 1 Prepare the remote transmitter:
Charge the remote transmitter
1. Connect the charger connector to the charging hole.
2. Plug the charger into a standard outlet.
3. The red light in the transmitter will be on, indicating that charging is taking place.
4. Charge the transmitter at least 6 hours for first charge.
5. When charging is complete, the red light will turn off automatically.

Note: “Low Battery Indicator” signals the need for recharging.

Step 2 Prepare the Collar-receiver:
Charge the collar-receiver
1. To turn on the Receiver Collar, press the on/off button, a beep will sound; the red LED light will turn on and flash every 2 seconds.
2. Open the rubber cover on the receiver, and insert the charging connector into the charging hole.
3. Plug the charger into a standard wall outlet.
4. The red LED will appear. (A)
5. Charge the Receiver Collar for around 1 hour when charging for the first time.
6. When the unit is fully charged, the red LED light will disappear. (B)
7. Put the rubber cover back into place to keep charging jack clean.

Step 3 Sync transmitter with collar-receiver:
1. Turn on the remote transmitter by pressing any button on the transmitter.
2. Select channel 1 or 2 by pressing the ½ button.
3. Press the ON/OFF button on the collar-receiver to power on the receiver.
4. Press and hold the on/off button for 3 seconds, a beep will sound and the LED light will begin to flash.
5. Press “ /// ” or “ ▼achines” button on the Remote Transmitter immediately.
6. A second beep will sound from the Receiver Collar, indicating pairing is successful.
7. For a 2nd Receiver Collar Pairing, repeat steps 2 to 5, please be sure to choose a different channel from the first pairing sequence.

NB: According to the factory default settings, when the collar-receiver has been turned on, the syncing must be completed within 10 seconds, thereby you have to press the “ /// ” or “ ▼achines” button in good time or press it at least within 10 seconds. Please DO NOT try to sync the transmitter with the two collar-receivers (if any) at the same time.

Step 4 Test the training system
Please make sure that you have connected the transmitter and collar-receiver before testing.

Test the vibration function
Turn on the remote transmitter, press the “ /// ” button and the collar-receiver will vibrate, signifying the VIBRATION function works. Please make sure the vibration level is well above 0 when testing the function.

Test the beep function
Turn on the remote transmitter, press the “ ▼achines” button, the collar-receiver will beep, signifying the BEEP function works.

NB:
1. The screen of the remote transmitter does not display when:
   a. It is in STANDBY mode: to save power, the transmitter will go into STANDBY mode if there’s no operation for 2 minutes; you can press any button except for the LED LIGHT button to activate it and then the screen will display.
   b. It is in DEEP SLEEP mode: to save power, the transmitter will go into DEEP SLEEP mode if there’s no operation for 5 minutes; you can press and hold the MODE button for 1 second to activate it and then the screen will display.
2. The collar-receiver will go into DEEP SLEEP mode if there is no operation for 5 minutes. Any movement will activate it. If the receiver has no response then